
Friday 2nd December saw the departure of Fatherheart INS students and staff. 

Fatherheart leaving  gave us a day to prepare for the inter-school ?Get-To-Go? competition. Once again 
every room and house was filled, and the noise level rose as 9 different schools entered into their 
annual outdoor pursuits competition organized by Hillary Outdoors. 

Blessings to you the wider Orama 
community from the team here at Orama. 
Apologies that our summer newsletter is 
a litt le late coming out - especially since 
we've crept into autumn - however there 
is still a summery feel at Orama. Overall it 
has been a hot dry summer on the 
Barrier? a far cry from the winter storms - 
and after an exhausting 2016, finishing off 
with Fatherheart and Get-To-Go Orama, 
staff and volunteers had a chance to chill 
out for a couple of weeks over Christmas 
and New Year to relax and recharge. A 
blessed time  spent with family, fishing, 
surfing and enjoying the low-key island 
vibe. Here are some of the summer 
highlights ...
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Caroline lead  communion at the McGlashans' house  blessing which 
was then followed by the staff Christmas party. It was great to 
celebrate the end of the year together and to see a good number of 
trustees present.

We were blessed with the Raikes family joining the 
Orama community in early January. They are a 
vibrant young family and come with a deep sense of 
call and love of God. 
                                                                                                
Liz Raikes is no stranger to Orama, she spent five 
summers here when her father Graham Braddock 
was involved with the art schools. Liz is a teacher and 
is occupied full t ime being a mum to four lovely boys. 
Kerry Raikes is a master  carpenter and has joined 
the community as an on-staff builder. He has a great 
sense of enthusiasm and is looking forward to 
tackling our long list of maintenance and 
refurbishment jobs. The boys, Noah 10, Oliver 8, 
Lachlan 5 and Jakob 3. The older boys are off to Okiwi 
school every morning,  whilst Jakob joins the other 
preschoolers at the Orama creche. 

Live music provided by Rob our 
resident minstrel

Kerry            Ollie          Jakob      Lachlan        Noah          Liz
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During a week of glorious weather in January 
Orama hosted the Anglican Trust Women?s and 
Children?s camp for the second time. Seven 
mothers and twenty two children came with nine 
staff to facilitate the greatest benefit for these 
disadvantaged families. Each family was chosen 
with particular goals in mind. What a glorious 
holiday they had with one mother stating, ?it is 22 
years since I had a holiday". For many of the 
children this was paradise, a creek, the sea, the 
play school, the swimming, the fishing and sand 
play. This was a holiday they will never forget.

The Tripper Society film crew accompanied the ATWC group and made a video diary of the event using 
cool video techniques including a drone. For those who would like the vicarious enjoyment of watching 
the completed film it is available on the Tripper Society Facebook page here 
https://www.facebook.com/trippersociety/videos/1838590323030567/

 

Courtesy the 
Tripper Society 
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At the end of  January we had a Staff Development Week and this year Kindra 
Green, accompanied by her husband Brian, came from San Diego to be our 
facilitator.  It says a lot about Kindra (and our trust in her) that she was able to 
come into our midst, dig deep, ask insightful questions and challenge us. 
Caroline taught in the mornings on fundamental concepts of Christianity and 
Trinity, although twice the Holy Spirit heralded a change of tack as we tackled 
some deep issues. All-in-all a time of deep learning, bonding and healing, 
everyone was encouraged.  Staff week may be over but there is an ongoing  
dialogue, and processing  as we settle into the new year.

A highlight of staff week was Thursday Neighbours 
Night when Barrier Residents including a contingent 
from St Johns joined us for a riveting evening 
session with Kindra. Kindra has a great gift for 
making the gospel message accessible to her 
audience; and this combined with her experiences 
with refugees in  her home district of City Heights in 

Caroline warmed us up with some fun teaching 
on the trinity! Norm and Denise can be seen 
getting right into the spirit of things.

Kindra opened up the old testament stories of 
Melchizidek, Rizpah, Hagar and Hannah, related them 
to Jesus's teaching and pressed into questions this 
raised for our own community - as well as offering us 
tools for chewing on scripture and courageous 
conversations. The week was rich in teaching and 
insight.
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After around 3 years as Education Manager at 
Hillary Outdoors Roger and his lovely wife 
Charlotte decided to head back to civilisation 
and a new teaching job in Christchurch. They 
and their beautiful daughters Eloise and Aliana 
will be greatly missed as they have become 
part of the Orama family.  

The traditional Orama farewell at the bridge 
was very emotional with lots of tears.

The 3 tonne truck packed with a house load 
ready for the long road trip to Christchurch.

Rob organised some of our musicians to play for 
the afternoon session at the annual Fitzroy 
Mussel Fest. Rob, JP and Jordan, visiting vollie 
Cooper with support from Esther and Abigail did 
sets throughout a very sunny  afternoon before a 
very appreciative crowd. They sounded fantastic 
and did Orama proud. 

Esther has done 
wonders freshening 
up the dining room, 
repainting all the 
walls  and putting up 
historical photos and 
hanging plants.   

Andrew and 
Kimberley's young 
Olin practicing for 
becoming a rural 
fireman (and gettting 
very wet in the 
process)!
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Hot on the heals of our staff development week was three days 
of outdoor first aid training for the whole team. Now all staff 
are certified for basic outdoor first aid. A necessary 
qualification at Orama given the range of outdoor activities we 
undertake.

Rob and Kerry practicing their DRS-ABCD 
procedures on Denise.

Steve and Caroline splinting a leg

Esther in mock pain with a splinted arm.

Makeshift stretchers were used to carry the 
injured during a mock disaster scenario

Work on the stream repair continues. Here ACVE 
volunteer Toby keeps an eye on Arnie as he digs out 
the stream bed ready for some big rocks.
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Andrew checks on rock positioning progress with 
Arnie - a combination of precision digger handling 
and large pinch bar.

THE TREATY OF WAITANGI 

With Orama in the early stages of developing a partnership with local iwi (Ngati Rehua 
Ngatiwai ki Aotea) we felt it important to gain a deeper understanding of the Treaty of 
Waitangi so that we come to the partnership informed. Consequently we invited Hillary 
Star-Foged to facilitate a two-day treaty workshop here at Orama. Her sessions were 
captivating and moving and gave us insight into the deep injustice  perpetrated by 
Pakeha settlers and the crown; as well as insight into the Maori mindset and culture.  For 
those (vollies) who serve at Orama from outside New Zealand it was an eye-opening 
introduction to such an important part of our  history. In light of this it is wonderful to 
see that Ngati Rehua Ngatiwai ki Aotea have had their treaty settlement ratified by 
government and that formal sign-off of this will occur shortly. The implications for iwi and 
the local Barrier community are quite profound - refer to http://ngatirehua.com/ for 
information - especially the Treaty Settlement Info Booklet and the Deed of Settlement 
document.

Discussions have already started with the Ngati Rehua Ngatiwai ki Aotea Trust Board on 
how we can help with accommodation and food preparation when the official signing 
ceremony occurs over at the Marae.

For many years there has been a dream 
that we would  have a playground for the 
litt le people at Orama. Margaret Fountain 
has really seen this vision through, so with 
her focus plus significant funding from 
Auckland City the dream is close to being 
realised.

Work on the project has started. The 
playground equipment has arrived and the 
ground is being prepared - with Arnie on 
the digger, Kerry and Mac doing the 
groundwork, Willie and Remco laying the 
drains.

Gabion baskets will give way to bigger rocks at the 
mouth of the stream. David still hasn't got sick of 
getting truck-loads of rock from the quarry.
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Jordan (standing on the bench in the picture) 
cooked dinner with some help from Paul and 
Andrew on the BBQs - and here takes a keen 
interest as Andrew demonstrates his filleting 
prowess on a large kingi donated by one of our 
fisherman guests. 

After all the recent rain the weather 
cleared sufficiently for a working bee 
followed by dinner at the 
McGlashans around the corner in 
Owhitu Bay. Much junk was taken off 
by barge (thanks to James for 
lending it to us) by the junk crew 
Paul, Anne Marie (towing the barge), 
David and Toby; bundles of flax cut 
by the flax crew Arnie, Willie, Sarah, 
Hannah and Esther (using the 
correct method - thanks to training 
by Arnie and Willie); and tonnes of 
firewood chopped and stream 
cleared by the wood crew - Mac, 
Kerry, Remco, Anders and wood 
stacker extraordinaire Jordan. It was 
great fun to work hard together all 
day and then relax over dinner.Toby is relieved it 's time to stop work for the day.

To practice the IMITATION of GOD'S GOODNESS in the medium of human life and human 
communities (and through the practice of it inviting God in)

To LOVE (as God loves)

To LISTEN (to the spirit and to the pain of others)

To be CHILD-LIKE (in the midst of) and KNOWN (by) God

To WELCOME (anybody)

To focus on BEING rather than DOING (it 's not about the work)

To ENCOURAGE, to DELIGHT-IN and CELEBRATE (achievements and success)

To VALUE (inidivdual contribution)

To be EXPECTANT, EXPANSIVE, PASSIONATE, to HOPE and to DREAM

To be GENEROUS (with our talents and assets)

To be LOYAL and FAITHFUL (to each other and to God)

To DISCERN (what is Holy)

To be TRANSPARENT and AUTHENTIC (in our expression of ourselves, community and 
spirituality)

To be COURAGEOUS (in our relationships)

To be CONFIDENT, BRAVE and RESILIENT (as a community and as a business) 

As a parting thought we'd like to share a 
jewel from our time with Kindra and 
Caroline - in particular the concept that we 
all have a disposition to love (as God loves 
us). If we broaden the telescope a litt le bit 
we might say that Orama has a disposition 
...
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